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About This Game

Solve tricky puzzles in a world full of mysterious secrets. Make steampunk styled flowers bloom using the power of light rays to
unveil new worlds. In a relaxed, no pressure environment players immerse themselves into this beautifully designed virtual

reality.

Guide and adjust the light rays, change their colors to match the flowers, use mirrors, prisms, magnets, teleporters and more to
direct them to where they need to be.

Carpe Lucem challenges and entertains players by transferring classical 2D puzzles into the virtual space. They learn new
fascinating aspects quickly. Now puzzle elements can be moved literally in the third dimension. But not only that: They can also

be arranged 360 degrees all around the player. Sounds simple but it creates a whole new way of interacting and playing mind
teasing puzzle games and it is indeed a perfect introduction to Virtual Reality.

Features

Three mystical worlds await discovery.

Adaptive soundtrack.

Optimized VR engine delivers 90 FPS per eye, avoiding any symptoms of motion sickness.
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Can be played standing or sitting down.

Works with Oculus DK2/Rift and HTC Vive.

Full 360 degree view tracked by headset.

Supports regular game controllers as well as Vive Motion Controllers.

Perfect for Room Scale VR.

Target platforms: Windows PC

Includes level editor to create your own puzzles, use your headset to create and edit in actual VR. Vive Motion controller
required.

Share user generated levels via Steam Workshop.

 

PRESS QUOTES
Fascinating room filling light puzzles

4Players - 82%
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Title: Carpe Lucem - Seize The Light VR
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Hammer Labs
Publisher:
Application Systems Heidelberg
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Show my loyatal to Capcom just like F.A.N.G to M.Bison.. This is the first video game I can remember playing as a young kid,
it was great to take a trip down nostalgia lane. Castles 2 is a game where you must balance resource accumulation, military
advancement, build castles to prevent peasant revolts, please the pope with indulgences, and increase your stake for the title of
King of France. I enjoy this game because I grew up with it, Castles 2 is older and does not have a tutorial to take your hand and
explain the game, however after a few play throughs the game mechanics and strategy is easy. I do want to warn people that my
opinion of this game is biased largely by nostalgia. I do think for its time it is an excellent strategy game but compared to
contemporary games in its genre is simplistic and lacks intricacies that strategy game buffs come to expect for exciting
gameplay. I recommend this game, but if you are on the fence about it, I would wait for the price to come down, I argue that
10$ for this game is too high. Also hold down the right mouse button to speed up gameplay.. I hate this game. Its too addictive..
it's not the best racing game but not the worst either.
pure arcade, crappy handling and mediocre graphics.

i will blame the devs for an idiotic design decision on the menu colors though - i never know whether yellow or white text marks
the selection, mostly 2-choice selections won't help either.. if you like ninjas and especially bamboo this game is for you.
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Edited this review-
It seems the ingredient problem hasn't happened since, and I'm enjoying it much more. I don't know if something actually
changed since I wrote last or not, but things are actually managable now and I'm able to get pretty far. So I'm changing my
review to positive since it seems like that ingredient problem may have been a fluke.

Overall, a fun game. I enjoy the different management aspects of it and the shooting portions are fun, if sometimes hectic in a
good way.

(Old review down here)
You can edit reviews later, right? Because I really don't want to leave this at 'negative', because it -is- a fun game.

However right now, it feels like a really 'unfair' game and I feel like there are balancing issues.

My biggest issue is buying ingredients. Playing in 'easy' mode (which does not seem very easy, to be honest) and visiting about...
six? I think six different cities, never once was I able to restock on cilantro. The only cilantro I had in the entire playthrough was
the stock have at the beginning. Everything else I was well stocked with, but because I could not make more than the five initial
tacos with cilanto, I was severly kneecaped at the beginning and ended up being unable to progress due to something that wasn't
my fault as the player.

I hope things get rebalanced. I don't mind ingredients not always being available because that's clearly the point of the game, but
a six city run shouldn't lead to it never appearing.. Have been playing all night now and i think it is time to give a well deserved
thumbs up.

Here is why:

I really felt the AI changed in battle and on the map.
Some examples: I was stealing pearls within the borders of the AI and they really dont like that. First they complain, later they
close borders to protect their pearls. It\u00b4s really cool.

While i was fighting an enemy army consisting of melee and ranged units, they placed the ranged units behind a choke point on
a hill. The melee unit was in front and kinda tried to keep us away. It was a bit too far from the choke point but that tactic has
potential to make Archers\/AI\/Battles great again ;)

The New content feels really refreshing. It gives the Game a nice boost and winter actually serves a purpose now. It really hurts
now to be slow and not able to gather pearls as fast as others. It can be quite the advantage to have many pearls. But it doesnt
feel unbalanced it is just another way of playing. But what it does to the player is: you have to get out, scout, send fast troops
(hello all of a sudden usefull winter cavalryunit) to get pearls and ruins and evade marauding troops. There is stuff to do now
and it is actually really fun to race for the pearls.

The AI seems however sometimes a bit suicidal :) Not sure why, but in my current game an equal looking army attacked mine,
and failed miserably because my troops had basically really expensive weaponry and equipment and theirs obviously not. I did
3-5 times the dmg. Not sure why, but i guess they still can\u00b4t handle upgrading troops properly. Or there is a little glitch in
evaluating battle chances. However on other occassions i saw them stacking up troops like crazy to hunt down my pearl hunters
:) The AI really seems to be bothered by them...it is rather merciless and tries to get you asap.

Also you can pray now for some stuff that affects winter. So basically you can spend pearls to effect how bad winter is gonna
get or what negative\/positive thing will happen. All AI\/Players can and the more you pray the more likely it is you get what
you prayed for. Cool idea, i think in MP this can be quite fun.

Apart from the gazillion bugfixes they also implemented with this release i have to say...big thumbs up. I can only recommend
and it is introducing so many refreshing new things it does not feel like a "Rip Off money maker DLC" it is actually a real
expansion. WELL DONE AMPLITUDE, WELL DONE!!. Great cast of playable fighters. Has commands for all special moves
on the side of the screen. Much appreciated.. Currently playing the game and just have joined this project as a betatester.
I play the German version of the game and compared to another betatest this game has really few gamebreaking bugs.
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Image and sound bugs can easily circumvented by copying a similar named file, pasting and renaming it in the same folder. For
the current version I only had to do this twice!
But there are many, many passability gliches, mostly in the forests and hills with different planes.

The riddles are really innovative and medium to hard to solve. Their difficulty increases during the game.
The scarcly set save point have an healing option and invite to grind near them when the boss is too strong or you need money.
Some hidden paths will have to be found but are not necessary for completing the main quest.
There are no sidequests as this game is really story driven and mostly linear.

The battle balance is fair as long as you don't dare to encounter a Warrior. Just avoid them until you have the means to beat
them.. this game is really good. innovative and fun. it's not what you might expect. You dont really hit the ball.

you launch like 100 balls into this room and it's more about placing the balls so they do as much damage as possible on each
turn.
then as they bounce back you can deflect them to keep the run going.

Its a good one to come back to if you like brick breaking games.. This is probably one of my least favorite of the Choice games.
I don't necessarily not recommend it, but I do regret buying it for the following reasons:

1. So freaking short. Ignore my time played - I had it open and idled for over an hour. I'm a super fast reader so it took me
maybe 30 minutes for my first organic playthough.

2. The story is meh. Very cliche. Not well fleshed out. I couldn't understand what motivation the main character would have had
to go through with any of the choices presented. I had a hard time immersing myself in the story because it didn't really draw me
in well with any well-crafted lore or environment. It just simply....was.

3. The story endings are unsatisfactory and dull.

One of the only plus sides I can see is that this game flows more organically than other Choice games. As in the choices feel
smooth rather than forced to put you in one direction or another. The stats didn't seem to come into play at all except for when it
came to character relationships. I didn't even realize there were stats until I had almost finished.

All in all, it's a very quick read and not that entertaining. Pick it up if you're super bored or a Choice fangirl\/fanboy like me.
Otherwise, this is one that can most definitely be skipped.. No horned helmets for the teutonic order. 6\/10. Tenpei Sato is a
great Artist.. CONSTRUCT ADDITIONAL PYLONS.

Yeah, this is a game you can win by zerg rushing every time.

A half-decent mobile game badly ported to PC, as aggravating as enjoyable, with cutesy graphics and a completely dead
multiplayer. (Sucks that 4 of its 11 achievements are based on winning multiplayer matches, though it only takes one for 2 of
them.) Some problems are the port, but some are just built in.

The only way this game could be more casual is being pay-to-win (no freemium, yay), with its bright cheery graphics, easy
money, and small levels that only take a dozen rounds each with little strategy. Although the day\/night cycle SHOULD offer a
game-changing twist, the water\/ice is just an occasional convenience, and almost every single-player level can be easily won by
zerg rushing the enemy. The AI isn't very strong, and the first player has an almost insurmountable advantage thanks to the order
battles occur. There's zero randomness, zero specials, and once you know the units you can quickly min-max the game and win
everything. A 4X player will find almost no depth here.

And yet I think it's kind of cool. It gives some random casual iPhone-like entertainment in between meatier games, and making
tons of units and wiping out everything can be surprisingly cathartic. I just wouldn't pay much for it.

I wish it had been fully made for the PC, because so many things require you to sweep your mouse from one end of the screen
and back just to give orders. It's ok for a touchscreen, though it'd still have some issues there, but a pain in
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665with a mouse. Aside from that, having no way to cancel an accidental order is annoying,
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the music sometimes skips, and the text and animations are interminable. No option menu at all.

Wait for a sale and give it a go. It's no Highborn, but it might amuse you.. This is a bad game. I hate to say this, but this is a bad
game and an even worse adventure game.

I still like Nina and Max is alright, but it was a struggle to power on through this game. Most of the situations are totally abstract
which the developers use to excuse their needlessly odd solutions to puzzles. The "minigames" all have the option of easy or
difficult. Easy is tedious and boring and difficult is the same, but you have to do it longer. Oh and this game is weird.

I sigh, but I suppose if you are a Secret Files fan, like myself, you will buy this game anyway, but if you're looking for a good
adventure game and figure this is a recent one from a company with a pedigree, it's a mistake. Take a look at The Next Big
Thing or Deponia instead.
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